Abstract: In this paper, I wanted to prove that humor, comic and appealing characters, like animals, or music, have to enchant the child, and that everything that is created for him must be on the highest possible artistic level. These are the attributes of a good performance for children.
1
Laughter, as a form of superior manifestation towards the object of laughter itself, is also present in children. For instance, the child above three years of age will mock the so-called 'inferiority' of a one-year old child that learns how to walk, or of a little baby. On the other hand, the inferior, uncivilized, 'wrong' behaviour will be seen as amusement for the child that is more than 4-5 years old, when respecting the rules of the game turns into the main preoccupation in this period, named by Jean Piaget the 'judiciary stage' where the child is attentive to respecting the rules of the game, and intensely reacts if he/she notices that these rules are not followed. The kindergarten and primary school will teach the child to mock 'the inferior ones', whether they do not manage to handle tasks given by their classmasters, or they give wrong answers or they have some physical peculiarities that put them in a position of inferiority to the others.
It is a cruel laughter, that should not be cultivated in performances for children. Victimizing a fat character, for instance, is certainly a humorous source, but it is also the natural inclination for a sadistic type of humour. Unfortunately, racism is also a source of humour of the same kind, cultivated ever since early childhood, within families, that should be countered through education and art.
Some theoretists like Konrad Lorenz 2 , claim that humour derives from an agressive behaviour. At the roots of this aggressiveness, there is the fear of being bullied by the group, of being mocked at and rejected by the others. That is why it is so hard to counteract this negative tendency, agressive laughter and also why it can appear so easily. Bergson saw in laughter a corrective social behaviour, with a positive role in society, eliminating any unwanted behaviours through "the fear it inspires." 3 This shaping, positive function of laughter, also expressed in the Latin saying "ridendo castigat mores" (manners correct through laughter) must be used cautiously, with measure, especially in children, in order not to cultivate a tendency towards aggression and intolerance.
Superiority towards animals can represent a source of comic when the animal character "does not respect human behaviour rules". For instance, the kid mocks a character, like a pig that does not respect hygiene rules and rolls in the mud.
On the other hand, laughter is a manifestation of eliberation from fear, no matter its nature. We laugh at what scares us, whether it is a specter appearing from the dark or a person that we fear, that proves his/her vulnerability and the fact that it can be defeated or has different human shortcomings. Authorities behaving badly to the population are mocked at, also people who are too harsh, too violent, or too demanding in relation to the others.
Laughter as an eliberation from fear appears under another aspect in the first games of the parent-child relationship. In one of them, the parent hides. At first, the child is intrigued by this disaapearance, even slightly scared, but he is delighted by his parent's appearance that makes him laugh and immediately, will imitate this game. Another game is when the child's engorging is simultated by the parent playing the part of a hungry wolf. The game has nothing terrifying in it, it will not scare the child who completely trusts his parent, or if he is scared for a moment, there will follow laughter.
This upsidedown situation can be noticed in other situations. Children are thrilled by fairy-tales where a huge giant proves to be gentle or whimpering, or is defeated by a tiny hero. This is a situational scheme that appears in many plays for children. The child, just like the adult, identifies himself with a tiny and quick character, with a trickster -who is only an extremely vulnerable character that fools the others with his wit or is simply helped by luck. It is the case of Amerindian tales that have as the main character the Coyote, or the African ones where we can encounter the spider Anansi, or classical tales like The Brave Little Tailor, The Mighty Praslea and the Golden Apples, the Cock from The Little Purse with Two Pence by Ion Creangă, or Pepelea or Păcală.
Authoritarian adults, like the stepmother, represent an important category of characters that tend to be comically, cartoon-like or grotesque-like handled in plays or performances for children. Sometimes, the children can identify them with animal characters.
Anything can be said seriously or comically. The educational eficiency is greater when appealing to comical things like mocking some bad habits, show-offs, ironic remarks.
Brecht used to say that any type of theatre educates, but mainly the good one also captivates. The fear of being mocked by the others, cultivated through irony, through bantering, represents an important censorship that shapes people's social behaviour. The animal character causes laughter and just as its psychology is very simple, so its actions are easy to foresee. In this respect, he resembles a device, and simplification, as Bergson showed, is exclusively comical ("mechanics applied to the live" -this is the way Bergson defined humour).
Several times, we deal with extremely simple animal characters, whose behaviour is always reduced to some predictable actions. A dog happily moves its tail, or barks, or is in the position of 'praying', or sleeps, or stays with its belly up to be scratched. The child gladly admits this simple behaviour, and out of these simple actions, there can be triggered a comical situation by intermingling with other characters, whether simpler, or more complex.
Esopus' fables, Panchatantra, Le roman du Renart, La Fontaine's Fables, Krâlov's or Tolstoi's stories on animals, Ion Creangă's The Goat with Three Little Fawns, Orwell's Animal Farm, are some examples of creations where there appear animal characters with ordinary behaviour, with a simplistic psychology. Such creations are varied, but the animal character is actually a human representation, grotesque like the pig, the cow, the wolf, the donkey…), or sublime (the swallow, the whip, the swan, the horse). Some predictable reactions are usually humour creating.
Jim Henson created unforgettable, animal characters that grotesque or caricature-like (Miss Piggy, Kermit the Frog) but also sublime (the deer involved in a graceful dance in one of the shows, for instance).
It is said that Jim Henson invented, in fact, the play with animal characters for adults, although, in our country, Valentin Silvestru had already written a very humorous text called Haralambina's Pains, where the main character was a sort of Miss Piggy prototype.
But the first play with animals is much older. In a text from 1780 belonging to the composer Charles Dibdin, Reasonable Animals, written for a puppet performance, animals represent different people's features. The structure of the play is that of a cabaret play with couplets, as part from the play Pasquin's Budget.
In most traditions, animal characters are tricksters (characters that fool the others and sometimes, have a civilizing role). In North-American Indian tradition, the Coyote, the Rabbit and the Raven play this role. The Coyote is really diabolique, being amused by doing evil deeds, but he is regarded as a necessary evil, as part of life. In West Africa, the tricksters are the turtle, Anansi -the spider, Zomo -the rabbit. In Europe and Central and South America, tricksters are represented by the fox and the wolf. A particular role is played by the hedgehog, in some Bogomil legends being given such a great wisdom that he even gives advice to God. The brave and stubborn cock from The Purse with Two Pence is also, an unforgettable character.
In many tales, there appear grateful animals (the golden fish, the mosquito, the bee, the ant) which, in their turn, save the hero from difficult situations. In Harap Alb, the horse is a wise adviser, brighter than his master, as well as Charles Perrault's Puss-in-Boots, both characters mocking the main character. Most of the time, thankful animals, fish or insects are comic, burlesque apparitions like the little mosquito from Mihai Eminescu's PrinceCharming from the Tear Drop.
Such situations also use the proportion between comical characters and additionally, an overturning of the 'forces' transferred on an intellectual level: the tiny character is more intelligent than the big one, the animal is brighter than the man, the cub or the tiny animal teaches the human what to do and how to do it.
It is frequent the topic of a tiny, weak, peaceful character menaced by the bigger one, stronger and fierce, ultimately defeated by the helpless and tiny one, who uses his wit. Most of the animal plays written for the puppet theatre exploit parental instinct, the instinctive reaction of any normal man that has a certain behaviour not only in regard to his children but also to any cub.
At the same time, the relation between the large character and the small one is a representation of the relationship child-adult. The child's potential fear towards the adult could have its origins in the fear of the adults' greater physical force in comparison to the little individual's. Any big character will represent this fear to any spectator, while fooling the giant, defeating him, will be regarded with joy. The scenographer will have to take this into account when creating the characters.
The little viewer has an extremely strong, powerful reaction to the plays with animal characters, mostly those who are between 3 and 6 years old. They joyfully recognize the animal, but also this acknowledgement of main features belonging to animal characters (a particular way of walking, barking, meowing...) is intensely lived by the child. During the performance, we can often see little viewers immitating the sounds and the movements of the animal character that they see on the stage. On the other hand, up to the age of 3 or 4 years, the child immitates animals, in his lonely games identifying himself with one or another. It is no wonder that in repertoires for little children we can encounter plays with animals as a dominant, in dramatic theatre as well as in animation theatre, animation or artistic movies.
Humour, amusing and attractive characters, like animal characters, music, everything must enchant the child, and everything that we do must have a very high artistic level. These would be the features of a good performance for kids. Speaking about the literature for children, Vistian Goia observed: "...Valuable works from this sector have something in common: they contain a certain parental generosity, they stream friendship, better said companionship, make appeal to artistic procedures like: the fascinating, the
